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About This Game

Rexaura is a modification for Valve's Portal featuring a single-player campaign through an alternate world of Aperture Science.
It contains 20 new chambers centered around high energy pellets. Players familiar with Portal and Portal 2 will once again be
put to the test because Rexaura introduces a wide array of new testing elements that will force you to sharpen how you think

with portals.

Rexaura is designed for those who have completed Portal. The puzzles are intended to be challenging to solve but easy to
execute once you know the solution.
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Title: Rexaura
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Benjamin Bryant
Publisher:
Benjamin Bryant
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 (32/64-bit)/Vista/XP

Processor: 1.7 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 8.1 level Graphics Card (Requires support for SSE)

DirectX: Version 8.1

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard, Internet Connection

English,Italian,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,German,Swedish,Ukrainian
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I'm having great fun. Can't believe I've missed this mod.. I didn't like to play it because it doesn't give me the same feeling as
portal gave me.. Hard and cool. MY BRAIN HURTS. If you liked portal and want an extra challenge, play this, it's definitely
worth it. It will make you scratch your head trying to figure the solution, which i think is the whole point of playing these kind
of games.

10/10
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Wish it was longer, and had more achievements.. Fun mod, very original story, using the energy pellets, which is cool, and tying
it into the story of the original Portal and how GLaDOS is not there. Overall 9/10 just for some stuff thats a bit confusing in a
few of the tests. So yeah, original, fun, ties into the canon timeline.. Wow. This is probably one of the most mindbending portal
experiences you'll come across. This is even more complex then TWTM and that had fricking clones and time travel. It uses
very basic concepts that are easy to understand but at the same time are used in ways that overcomplicate them. There are very
interesting new testing elements all of which focus around The Energy Pellet. This game has some wierd but good voice acting
and a very linear plot. The plot doesn't really evolve but the dialouge is just as dark and funny as ever for a Portal game. You
still have that Portal Gun as well to help overcomplicate the puzzles. Alas there are always cons in a game.
#1: Puzzles get wayyyyy too big with several different rooms connected in each chamber. Some people may enjoy this but I
personnaly felt myself getting lost.
#2: As I said earlier there really is no plot developement
#3: Some puzzles focus more around timing and speed than actual brains. You may solve certain puzzles within 5 minutes but
will take several annoying tries and fails to succesfully pull it off
#4: Energy pellets go whack in certain puzzles as they always did but since it's all about them you get killed way too much upon
collision and that is frusturating.
#5: It only auto-saves at the beggining of each chamber. The chambers get so complex that starting over upon death or mistake
is just annoying as ever.
Overall it's amazing and free so get it! 7/10. Really nice mod! It was challenging, and I really enjoyed playing it! The ending was
pretty cool as well. I'd reccomend this to any Portal fan.. Easily one of the best Portal community-made mods. Difficult.
Addictive. Frustrating. Fun.
Do not get unless you've played Portal and Portal 2 a lot. By that I mean a ton.

This mod was so good, it's a shame it'd not very popular.... It's pretty good at what it sets out to do, but it also proves once and
for all why the sequel ditched energy pellets in favor of lasers.. I really enjoyed this.
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